
Ideal Use: Decorative interior & exterior wall finishes for hotels, department stores, luxury houses, art walls
(especially arches of banquet halls, mural decorations, installation artworks, sculptures, etc..,) 
Applicable surfaces:Concrete, cement, plaster board, wood, metal, etc. Applicable to almost surfaces.
Storage: Avoid direct sunlight and keep in dry & cool place under recommended temperature between
5°C~32°C. 

Primer & Top (water-based acryl) : 12 Months (From manufactured date)
Intermediate (Cement Floor) : 6 Months (From manufactured date)

Drying time
Dry hard

Primer (Copper): 4 hrs
Top (Copper): 24 hrs
Primer (Iron): 4 hrs
Top (Iron): 4 hrs

Packing details/Theoretical spreading rate
Primer (Copper): 4L(4.5kg)/16㎡
Top (Copper): 4L/20㎡~25㎡
Primer (Iron): 4L(5.7kg)/16㎡
Top (Iron): 4L/20㎡~25㎡

Application Temperature: Min. 25℃ and over under adequate ventilation.

Tools: Brush, roller, sprayer, scraper, etc..,
Primer

Before application, thoroughly stir Corrosion Paint.
After surface treatment, thoroughly apply a coat of Corrosion using a brush, roller, sprayer, etc.., after
drying, apply another(2nd) coat(strongly recommended to deepen the corrosion effect).

Topcoat Copper 
Apply an adequate amount of the topcoat(Copper corrosion) so that it can be fully absorbed on the
surface with a brush, sponge pad, sponge roller, or a sprayer. 
We recommend you to apply the topcoat right after the primer is dried to "set-to-touch" condition. The
sooner, you can get a better corrosion effect.
To deepen the final effects, make sure to apply an abundant amount of topcoat and, if needed, apply
additional coats (more than 2 times) partly to express  more dynamic corrosion effects.
Please be noted that the final effects may vary according to the coating environment and condition.
After application, dry off for over 24 hours.

Topcoat Iron
Apply an adequate amount of the topcoat(Copper corrosion) so that it can be fully absorbed on the
surface with a brush, sponge pad, sponge roller, or a sprayer. 
We recommend you apply the topcoat in "dry-hard" surface condition. You can check the corrosion
status after complete interaction between the (Primer & Topcoat). 
To deepen the final effects, make sure to apply an abundant amount of topcoat and apply additional
coats (2 to 3 times) to express  more dynamic & diverse corrosion effects.
After application, dry off for over 24 hours.

Cautions
Do not apply the coats under direct sunlight. Only do it after sunset.  (In case outdoor application)

Composition: Inorganic filler, special cement and additives mixture, 2-pack product ( powder and liquid part)
 
The corrosion Paint is the masterpiece of our states of the art technology. This corrosion effect coat expresses
an incredibly beautiful and classy wall finish(es) with naturally rusted looks and feels on various metal bases
such as copper and iron. It also dries off quickly. Thus, highly time-effective.   
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CORROSION PAINT
Luxury corrosion effect wall finish paint


